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MEET THE INNOVATORS:

Visit www.slingshotfund.org/videos for video messages from the
leaders of the most innovative organizations and projects in Jewish life.

introduction

Welcome to the first edition of the Slingshot
Supplement on Disabilities & Inclusion.
This new resource highlights 18 of the most
inventive and pioneering organizations
and projects that foster the full inclusion of
people with disabilities in Jewish life.
In truth, when we set out to create this
supplement, we weren’t sure what we would
find. Too often, the conversation about
disabilities in the Jewish community takes
place among impacted families, passionate
advocates, and a few dedicated funders.
Could we develop a guide to innovative
disabilities and inclusion projects that inspire
those inside the discussion while also
attracting new attention? What has resulted
far exceeds our expectations. The pages
that follow feature exciting, high-quality
initiatives from every corner of the country.
The organizations listed here serve children
and adults; take place in summer camps,
classrooms, and even a bakery; provide
direct services and training for professionals;
and support individuals, families, and entire
communities dedicated to providing access
to Jewish opportunities for all.
At Slingshot, we work to build and support
Jewish life that remains relevant to the
needs of the Jewish community in North
America. The full inclusion of persons with

“The full inclusion of persons
with disabilities in all facets of
Jewish experience is a clear
imperative for our community.”

disabilities in all facets of Jewish experience
is a clear imperative for our community. We
hope this guide inspires many individuals
and families who seek participation in
Jewish life and motivates funders of all ages
to join the important work of supporting
these inclusion initiatives.
We are grateful for the Ruderman Family
Foundation’s support of this project, its
commitment to enhancing the lives of
Jewish persons with disabilities, and its
belief in the power of Jewish innovation
to catalyze full inclusion. Thank you
also to the next generation funders who
serve on Slingshot’s board and help fund
the production of this book, and to the
evaluators of this guide – professionals in
Jewish life and experts in the disabilities
and inclusion field across the country who
volunteer time and expertise to select the
organizations featured here. Finally, thank
you to all of the applicant organizations,
including dozens of projects and hundreds
of leaders dedicated to a more inclusive
Jewish North America.
We welcome your feedback on this
inaugural Slingshot Supplement on
Disabilities & Inclusion; please feel free to
let us know what works, what doesn’t work,
and how you use this resource. Also, to
learn more about Slingshot or any of the
organizations profiled here, please don’t
hesitate to be in touch. We look forward to
hearing from you.
Will Schneider
Executive Director - Slingshot
Julie Finkelstein
Program Director - Slingshot

letter from jay ruderman

The Ruderman Family Foundation is pleased
to partner with Slingshot to publish the
first Slingshot Supplement on Disabilities
& Inclusion. This guide takes an important
step towards recognizing excellence in
the inclusion of people with disabilities
into our communities. Philanthropists and
funders can utilize this supplement to begin
exploring how to make funding strategies
more inclusive and serve even more people
in the community.

“We believe that every Jew
should have full access to his or
her community; we cannot afford
to have a significant portion of
the Jewish community on the
outside, looking in.”

Congratulations to the organizations,
projects, and programs listed in this
supplement that have demonstrated
excellent work in inclusion. These innovative
organizations, both large and small, illustrate
some of the most inspiring projects in the
North American Jewish community. Their
efforts help make our society stronger. We
hope that highlighting these organizations
that promote the inclusion of people with
disabilities inspires and resonates within the
next generation.

The Slingshot Supplement on Disabilities
& Inclusion showcases the exciting and
groundbreaking work already taking place
and its impact on the Jewish community.
We invite funders to consider making the
programs they support more inclusive. We
also look forward to the 2014 supplement,
which we hope shows growth as our
community becomes more inclusive and
welcoming of persons with disabilities.

We at the Ruderman Family Foundation
support innovative programs that foster
the full inclusion of people with disabilities
into society. We view this not only as our
mission but a crucial part of the survival
and continuity of the Jewish community.
The US government estimates that almost
60 million people across the US have a
form of disability, approximately 20% of the
population. Disabilities impact not just those
with disabilities, but their families and friends
as well. We believe that every Jew should
have full access to his or her community; we
cannot afford to have a significant portion
of the Jewish community on the outside,
looking in.

Jay Ruderman
President - Ruderman Family Foundation

Sincerely,

Jay Ruderman is the president of the Ruderman
Family Foundation, which works for the inclusion
of people with disabilities in Israel and the
Jewish community worldwide. It also fosters
understanding among Israeli leaders of the
American Jewish community.
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camp dream street
mississippi

n/a

3863 Morrison Road
Utica, MS 39175
601-885-6042

info@dreamstreetms.org
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www.dreamstreetms.org

camp dream street mississippi

contact
Ellen Alexander
board chair
Scott Levy
2013 expenses
$57,000
year founded
1975
project of
The Union For Reform Judaism
Henry S. Jacobs Camp
parent org founded
1970

Finding the right program for a child with physical disabilities,
coupled with the ever-rising cost of overnight camp, can
make selecting a camp a difficult task for Jewish families
of children with disabilities. Camp Dream Street Mississippi
responds to this challenge by offering a 5-day, 4-night, no-cost
camping program for children with disabilities, ages 8 to 17.
Unique to Dream Street, the program is 100% volunteer led
and staffed, and boasts a 75% staff retention rate. Hosted at
the Union for Reform Judaism’s Henry S. Jacobs campsite
in rural Mississippi, its roughly 120 volunteer staffers include
doctors, nurses, physical therapists, and reform movement
teen leaders. Each summer, Dream Street hosts 60 campers
with disabilities from the Deep South, providing a Jewish camp
experience catered to each camper’s unique needs.
Camp Dream Street insists that all children should be offered
the chance to have fun, make new friends, find acceptance,
and learn from the challenges of group life, regardless of their
physical differences and abilities. Focused on providing a
week of traditional camp fun without limitations, a camper’s
day might include swimming, basketball, arts and crafts, and
horseback riding, followed by a high-energy song session.
Additionally, each camper chooses a major for the week, from a
range of interests including cheerleading, athletics, investigative
journalism, or yearbook. Camp Dream Street encourages and
challenges campers of all ages to participate in new ways and
to develop more independence and confidence.
For almost 40 years, Camp Dream Street has served as a
model for special needs programs nationwide. Slingshot
evaluators note that the camp uses creative methods in its
approach to offering physical activities for campers who have
physical challenges, while providing a high-impact, hands-on
program for Jewish teen volunteers. One evaluator applauded
Dream Street’s model, “Dream Street is unique in that it is
volunteer led and cost-free to participants, allowing parents
to give their children with disabilities the gift of a Jewish camp
experience without the financial burden.”

friendship circle
international

@FriendshipCircl

816 Eastern Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11213
718-713-3062

bgroner@friendshipcircle.com

www.FriendshipCircle.com
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friendship circle international

contact
Bentzion Groner
board chairs
Levi Shemtov
Zalman Grossbaum
Yossi Marozov
2013 expenses
$206,900
year founded
2005
project of
Chabad Lubavitch
Global Resource Center
parent org founded
1986

For a child with disabilities, isolation from peers can be a
regular part of life. Children with disabilities frequently do not
have friends to spend time or play with and may feel different
from their contemporaries, often interacting more regularly with
family, doctors, and teachers. To break this isolation, Friendship
Circle matches these young people with teenage volunteers in
order to cultivate relationships. The partnerships help children
with disabilities gain confidence and social skills through
individualized attention from someone his or her own age,
while teen volunteers develop the tools to be advocates for
people with disabilities in their communities. To date, friendship
pairings have helped more than 4,000 children with disabilities,
making lasting impacts on the lives of all participants.
Founded in Michigan in 1994, Friendship Circle has grown
from a small number of volunteers and children served to an
international organization based in 86 Jewish communities
worldwide. Organized under the international umbrella of
the Chabad-Lubavitch Center in 2005, each Friendship
Circle operates independently to meet the needs of its local
community. Friendship Circles in each of the ever-growing 60
US-based communities provide participants and their families
with weekly visits, seasonal camps, an array of arts and sports
activities, Jewish learning, and sibling and parent support
groups. The West Bloomfield, MI chapter of Friendship Circle
showcases a 6,000-square-foot indoor city, complete with
volunteer-staffed businesses, designed to provide children
with disabilities the opportunity to practice life skills. Plans are
underway to build simliar facilities in the Los Angeles and New
York areas, as well as Charlotte- and Boston-based coffee
shops that focus on vocational training for older participants.
Evaluators believe in the deep impact Friendship Circle makes
on all participants involved. One evaluator writes, “Friendship
Circle is changing lives and providing the single most important
missing link from the lives of many people with disabilities –
friendships and relationships.”

gateways: access
to jewish education

@Gates2JewishEd

333 Nahanton Street
Newton, MA 2459
617-630-9010 x101

arlener@jgateways.org
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www.jgateways.org

gateways: access to jewish education

contact
Arlene Remz
board chair
Rachel Chafetz
2013 expenses
$2,100,000
year founded
2006

Gateways continues to change the landscape of Jewish
education and ensure that inclusion and access for students
with disabilities are values that are truly lived, not simply
discussed. Through a collaborative approach with other
Jewish agencies, Gateways connects families throughout the
Boston Jewish community with congregations, community
schools, Jewish preschools, supplementary education, and
Jewish day schools while providing the support needed to help
children with disabilities feel included in Jewish life. By sharing
best practices and offering professional development and
consultation services, Gateways serves not just as the center
of Jewish special education in the Boston area, but as a model
and thought leader for other institutions throughout the Jewish
community.
Gateways uses an adaptive, holistic approach to ensure that
students with diverse learning needs can succeed in Jewish
educational settings. The organization works closely with
families who have been told their children have no place in the
Jewish community and helps those families to find programs
or schools that can meet their needs. With a wide menu of
educational opportunities for participants, Gateways’ programs
include support and services in 10 Boston-area day schools,
the Mitzvah Mensches inclusive youth group, a b’nai mitzvah
program for those with special needs, and training and support
for teen counselors.
One Slingshot evaluator writes, “It’s clear that Gateways has
introduced a new model in the field of Jewish special needs
education, built on a foundation of communal collaboration
across a variety of institutions and denominations, which is not
commonly seen in the Jewish community.” Another agrees,
saying, “[Its] effort to function as a highly integrated, one-stop
shop for special needs Jewish education that works across
multiple institutions and denominations is pioneering.”

Hidden Sparks
452 Fifth Avenue 24th Floor
New York, NY 10018
212-767-7707
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@hiddensparks05
www.hiddensparks.org
dknider@hiddensparks.org

hidden sparks

contact
Debbie Niderberg
board chairs
George Rohr
Pamela Rohr
2013 expenses
$715,435
year founded
2005

In a classroom of 30 or more students, teachers must use
various teaching styles and approaches to reach the entire
group. Without the right training, students with learning
difficulties prove especially challenging to reach. Jewish Day
Schools have lagged behind their secular counterparts in
providing that training to teachers, but Hidden Sparks works
with educators to provide the professional skills necessary
to support these students. The organization trains, coaches,
and mentors teachers with the goal of producing confident
educators better equipped to meet the unique learning needs
of students and better prepared to meet the challenges of the
classroom as a whole.
Currently, the Hidden Sparks curriculum is used in Chicago, IL;
Baltimore, MD; New Orleans, LA; Tampa, FL; Hollywood, FL;
and Nashville, TN. With 67 coaches in 34 schools impacting
students and preparing teachers in Judaic and general studies,
Hidden Sparks works to make its resources accessible to all
who need them. The Hidden Sparks Without Walls program
offers distance-learning opportunities to ensure that classes
and coaching are made available to as many teachers as
possible, and its successful training program has educated
over 800 teachers in a multi-tiered approach that pairs teachers
with Hidden Sparks-trained coaches for the support they need
in order to succeed.
Hidden Sparks has deeply impacted and shifted the
conversation around inclusion in the Jewish classroom,
and Slingshot evaluators recognize the unique space that
the organization occupies in the Jewish community. “Few
organizations are working at any level to make Jewish day
schools more inclusive for children with learning differences and
disabilities,” one evaluator notes. “Hidden Sparks is one of the
best organizations working to address this issue nationally.”

include north
peninsula

n/a

639 14th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
415-529-3250		

dneufeld@jewishlearningworks.org

www.jewishlearningworks.org/for-families/special-needs
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include north peninsula

contact
David Neufeld
board chair
Nadine Levin-Abrams
2013 expenses
$55,395
year founded
2009
project of
Jewish LearningWorks and
Jewish Community Federation
and Endowment Fund
parent org founded
1897
1910

INCLUDE North Peninsula, a partnership of Jewish
LearningWorks and the Jewish Community Federation and
Endowment Fund, brings coordination, collaboration, and
resource sharing to ten partner agencies in San Francisco,
seeking to integrate the specific needs of children with
disabilities into Jewish life. From special events like a Lag
B’Omer picnic or Purim Party to teacher training initiatives,
sensory tool kits for educators, and specialized summer camp
experiences, INCLUDE North Peninsula focuses on helping Bay
Area Jewish organizations incorporate children with disabilities
and their families into events and programs that also appeal to
the wider Jewish community. The organization works within the
community to provide safe spaces where children with special
sensory needs can explore and learn in environments tailored
to their needs and abilities.
With approximately 9,000 Jewish children with disabilities in the
greater San Francisco area, INCLUDE North Peninsula works
with community stakeholders to develop programming and
share resources to help these children participate more fully in
Jewish life. Replication of this model in 2012 has now launched
INCLUDE South Peninsula to best serve a broader portion of
the community and to provide resources in an area where few
have previously existed.
Evaluators are impressed by INCLUDE North Peninsula’s
strong leadership and solid model that empowers local Jewish
organizations to make their programming more effective for
children with disabilities and their families. Evaluators also
describe INCLUDE North Peninsula’s collaborative model as
innovative and effective. “[The organization uses] strategic
partnerships to maximize resources and avoid duplication of
services,” writes one evaluator. “[It is] building capacity within
the institutions [it] serve[s].”

jcc maccabi camp
kingswood zohar program

@jcckingswood

333 Nahanton Street
Newton, MA 24598
617-558-6528

info@kingswood.org
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www.kingswood.org

jcc maccabi camp kingswood zohar program

contact
Leslie Zide
board chair
Philip J. Sher
2013 expenses
$105,850
year founded
2006
project of
Jewish Community
Centers of Greater Boston
parent org founded
1972

More than just a camp program able to accommodate the
needs of individual children with disabilities, JCC Maccabi
Camp Kingswood’s (JMCK) Zohar program provides a model
for how a summer camp can fully include its entire community
of young people, regardless of ability. JMCK Zohar works with
campers ages 10 to 20 who have developmental disabilities,
autism spectrum disorders, and neurological and learning
challenges, incorporating these youth into all aspects of
JMCK’s camp life, including bunking with peers, while providing
additional staff support to help them navigate camp life’s daily
challenges. Families can choose from four session options that
run concurrently to the main camp program, providing flexibility
and the ability to choose a program length that best meets their
child’s needs. On average, Zohar’s nearly 50 participants spend
three weeks at camp each summer.
JMCK Zohar is also one of the only Jewish camping initiatives
in the US (in addition to fellow Slingshot organizations Keshet
Avodah at Camp Chi, and Camp Ramah) that facilitates the
inclusion of teen campers with disabilities. Zohar gives teens
with developmental delays the opportunity to be leaders and
learners while experiencing Jewish camp alongside their
peers. Since 2011, Zohar has offered a vocational program
for teens ages 16 to 20 who have spent many summers
with JMCK. As Zohar Counselors-in-Training, Zohar teen
participants have the same opportunities as all campers to
develop skills and self-confidence and feel a valued part of
the larger JMCK community.
One evaluator writes, “Most camps that I work with are not
out in front of inclusion – more often they have [a] separate
short program for campers with disabilities after the regular
camp season has ended. This is certainly much different.”
Evaluators note that JMCK Zohar fills a critical void in camp
programming by focusing on inclusive camping for teens
with disabilities. One evaluator shares, “The ability to find an
appropriate and caring summer camp experience for children
with disabilities throughout their teens and beyond will have a
great impact on helping these young people feel connected to
the Jewish community.”

jchai at home
274 South Bryn Mawr Avenue
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
610-922-2480
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@JCHAIservices
www.jchai.org
stacylevitan@jchai.org

jchai at home

contact
Stacy Jarett Levitan
board chair
Judith Creed
2013 expenses
$245,000
year founded
2008
project of
JCHAI
parent org founded
1987

For the past 25 years, Judith Creed Homes for Adult
Independence (JCHAI) has served the disabilities community
in Philadelphia with residential programs and supportive living
services for adults with developmental differences. A leader in
the community for residential services, JCHAI works to help
some of the 11,000 people on emergency housing waitlists in
Pennsylvania, many of who are in imminent danger of losing
their homes. The JCHAI At Home program, an expansion of
the high-quality JCHAI residential program, works to provide
support services to clients living independently in
the community.
Ranging from teaching everyday activities such as cooking,
cleaning, banking, and shopping, to job training and behavioral
counseling, JCHAI At Home also includes Jewish programming
for clients, including holiday celebrations and weekly Shabbat
dinners. Many JCHAI At Home clients have lacked opportunities
for social interaction or participation in Jewish life before joining
the program, but JCHAI works to change that reality, creating
a social network and a Jewish community for clients. The
combination of programs allows the highly skilled social workers
at JCHAI to help those with intellectual disabilities, autism,
and traumatic brain injury learn to live independently either in
a supportive, caring, group-home environment or successfully
in their own homes in the community. As the program has
expanded, JCHAI has successfully maintained individualized
counseling services integrated with daily skill education and
Jewish programming for its independent living clients, enabling
an underserved community to grow and flourish.
As one Slingshot evaluator notes, “Jews with disabilities are
one of our most needy populations. To the extent this model
can be highlighted to encourage independent living and to
support Jews in their own environments with trained personnel
seems like the highest use of Slingshot.” Another writes, “I
found myself wishing that my son lived in Philadelphia and
could benefit from the JCHAI At Home program.”

the jcc of greater baltimore’s
special needs program

@jccbaltimore

3506 Gwynnbrook Avenue
Owings Mills, MD 21117
410-559-3576

sisrael@jcc.org
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www.jcc.org

the jcc of greater baltimore’s
special needs program

contact
Stacy Israel
board chairs
Will Minkin
Neil Demchick
2013 expenses
$225,000
year founded
1988
project of
Jewish Community Center
of Greater Baltimore
parent org founded
1960

The Jewish Community Center of Greater Baltimore has been
making programming accessible for Jews with disabilities for
more than 25 years. While other organizations only provide for
people with disabilities at certain life stages, the JCC’s Special
Needs program offers a comprehensive array of opportunities
for all ages, toddler through adult. Through its varied menu of
educational, vocational, and recreational activities, participants
and their families build relationships with the JCC, its staff, and
the broader Baltimore Jewish community. The leaders of the
Special Needs program provide a variety of resources, such as
sign language interpreters, enhanced listening systems, canineassisted therapy programs, physically accessible spaces and
activities, and TTY. These advancements enable persons with
disabilities to have the same opportunities as their peers to
socialize, build relationships, and have meaningful Jewish
experiences through all of the programming the JCC has to
offer, such as inclusive summer day camp, after-school care,
classes, and community-wide events.
In addition to its on-site services, the JCC also houses
the largest referral directory for families of children with
disabilities. The Baltimore Jewish Abilities Alliance provides
a gateway to information for persons with disabilities and
their families. Its website hosts an event calendar, resources
for parents, Jewish content on the topic, and references for
health services, outlets for advocacy, and much more. The
site also provides a valuable forum for individuals and families
to interact virtually and in person to share experiences and
advice, and to form community.
Challenging the assumption that persons with special needs
cannot integrate fully into Jewish life, the JCC of Greater
Baltimore employs a replicable model of inclusion that allows
children, teens, and adults with disabilities and their families
to affiliate Jewishly and live full, dynamic lives. “The JCC of
Greater Baltimore has created a program that serves individuals
with disabilities from early childhood to senior citizen,” one
evaluator remarks. “While there are other programs in JCCs
across the US, few are addressing the social, recreational, and
spiritual needs at all stages of life.”

jewish federation of
metropolitan detroit’s
opening the doors program
6735 Telegraph Road
Bloomfield, MI 48303
248-205-2533		
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@Maiseloff
http://jewishdetroit.org/programs/
jewish-education/special-education
maiseloff@jfmd.org

jewish federation of metropolitan detroit’s
opening the doors program

contact
Ellen Maiseloff
board chair
Douglas Bloom
2013 expenses
$325,556
year founded
1995
project of
Jewish Federation of
Metropolitan Detroit Alliance
for Jewish Education
parent org founded
1926

Children with disabilities can have a difficult time adjusting to a
Jewish learning environment. Jewish Federation of Metropolitan
Detroit’s Opening the Doors program helps give these students
the support they need by placing a master teacher in every
Jewish day school, early education center, and congregational
program in the area. This placement offers every child,
regardless of learning differences, the opportunity to have a
quality Jewish education while allowing families the freedom
to choose a program based on their own needs, interests,
and affiliations, instead of limiting their choices to only those
programs that can accommodate their children. Opening the
Doors now serves nearly 1,000 students each year.
Committed to addressing even the most challenging
behavioral concerns of young learners, the Doors to the
Future program trained special education paraprofessionals
to address individual behavioral and learning needs. For
children with the most complex disabilities, a unique Sunday
school program with more intense support helps these
children participate in Jewish learning in an environment that
addresses their individual learning differences. All teachers and
paraprofessionals have access to continuing education and
training programs, and an innovative madrichim (leadership)
program prepares congregational school teens to work with
and serve as buddies to special-needs learners in their schools.
Evaluators are impressed by the large number of families
served by the Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Detroit’s
programming as well as its comprehensive, communitywide focus that allows children with disabilities to participate
in a wide range of Jewish learning settings. One evaluator
is particularly impressed with how the Jewish Federation
of Metropolitan Detroit helps to shape the conversation
on disability. “Beyond the importance of the services [the
organization is] providing, [it is] leading the efforts to raise
awareness about disability issues in the Detroit area.”

keshet avodah at
camp chi

@campchi

617 Landwher
Northbrook, IL 60062
847-205-0274

heather@keshet.org
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www.campchi.com
www.keshet.org

keshet avodah at camp chi

contact
Heather Tratt
board chair
Renee Klass
2013 expenses
$45,000
year founded
2007
project of
Keshet and
JCC Camp Chi
parent org founded
1982
1921

The benefits of Jewish summer camp last for a lifetime, but for
many campers with disabilities, the opportunity to experience
camp ends too soon. When typically-developing campers
age out of the camp program, many become counselors
and staff, an option not usually available to their peers with
developmental disabilities. Keshet Avodah at Camp Chi keeps
young people with disabilities connected with the camp where
they grew up through a blend of the fun of residential summer
camp and the responsibilities of having a meaningful role in
the community.
This vocational and life skills training program has developed
through the collaborative expertise of Keshet, a Chicago-based
organization providing Jewish programs for persons with
disabilities, and JCC Camp Chi, one of the oldest and largest
Jewish camps in the Midwest. Focusing on individuals’ abilities
to contribute to the camp community, and with a steadfast
commitment to inclusion, Keshet and JCC Camp Chi push
the envelope on what it means to provide a truly inclusive
Jewish overnight camp experience. Since its launch in 2007,
50 Avodah participants have continued their camp experiences
as staff members through individualized vocational training in
areas like the dining hall, mailroom, and camp activity areas,
along with recreational camp activities and opportunities for
life skills development. 95% of these participants continue to
return to the program until they age out at 22 years old.
Evaluators are excited by the continued growth and innovation
of the programmatic offerings between Keshet and JCC Camp
Chi, which address an essential issue within the community.
“Avodah meets a critical need,” notes one evaluator. “I am
very impressed with the creativity of this approach; the blend
of camp with vocational training through the expertise of these
agencies is meaningful and important.”

matan
520 Eighth Avenue, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10018
866-410-5600 x12
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@mataninc
www.matankids.org
Dori@matankids.org

matan

contact
Dori Frumin Kirshner
board chair
Rabbi William Plevan
2013 expenses
$315,000
year founded
2000

With an estimated 200,000 children in the Jewish community
grappling with some form of learning disability, Matan
dedicates itself to arming the world of Jewish education with
the knowledge, skills, and tools necessary to meet the needs
of learners across the spectrum of learning disabilities. Matan
seeks to make all Jewish communities feel responsible for
every child, regardless of ability, by working with leaders,
educators, and organizations across the Jewish community.
Recognizing that teachers may lack the training necessary
to best serve their students, that institutions have limited
resources, and that parents of children with disabilities can feel
isolated and marginalized by the community, Matan creates
a vibrant, growing community of Jewish special-education
professionals to best fill these gaps.
In the past year and a half, Matan has undergone a structural
shift, changing its focus from helping to develop programs
that provide direct support for Jewish children with disabilities,
to training Jewish communal leaders and educators through
the Matan Institutes program. The Matan Institutes provide
intensive, ongoing education for Jewish educators, who receive
professional development as well as continued mentorship
over the course of a year. Matan also provides training to
students in Jewish education graduate school programs at
the Jewish Theological Seminary and Hebrew Union College.
By recognizing that teachers and Jewish professionals
need ongoing support to institute structural changes in the
classroom, Matan’s new focus allows the organization to make
lasting, meaningful changes in the field of Jewish education
while providing inclusive Jewish educational opportunities for
more children with disabilities.
Evaluators applaud Matan for its responsiveness to feedback
and its ability to adapt to changing needs in the communities it
serves. “Matan’s leadership is using data to inform and improve
programming, something that is not typically seen in many
other organizations,” one evaluator writes. “[Its] focus is now
on developing the capacity of current and future leadership to
focus on inclusion, which is essential.”

mayyim hayyim
1838 Washington Street
Newton, Massachusetts 2466
212-795-0791
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@mayyimhayyim
www.mayyimhayyim.org
carrieb@mayyimhayyim.org

mayyim hayyim living waters community mikveh
and education center

contact
Carrie Bornstein
board chair
Jennifer Slifka Vidal
2013 expenses
$690,562
year founded
2001

Mayyim Hayyim Living Waters Community Mikveh and Paula
Brody & Family Education Center demonstrates how an
organization can not only practice inclusivity, but continually
push the envelope of what inclusion of all people really looks
like. For the past ten years, the staff at Mayyim Hayyim has
worked diligently to expand and reinvent the role of the mikveh
in the modern Jewish community. A mikveh, or “ritual bath,”
encompasses a variety of ceremonial purposes in Jewish
tradition, ranging from conversion to ritual purity and beyond.
At Mayyim Hayyim, which means “living waters” in Hebrew,
Jews of all stripes immerse in the mikveh and explore their
personal connections with Jewish ritual and tradition. While the
mikveh has long been familiar to religiously observant, married
women, Mayyim Hayyim works to expand access, making the
mikveh a more accessible experience for any visitor, regardless
of background or physical ability.
One of Mayyim Hayyim’s seven guiding principles is petichut,
or “openness.” This deep-rooted belief in access and
availability has guided Mayyim Hayyim’s commitment to
inclusivity. Mayyim Hayyim’s facilities are fully equipped to
accommodate individuals with physical disabilities, including
an aquatic lift to help individuals get in and out of the water
with dignity. All prayers and ceremonies are also available in
Braille, and Mayyim Hayyim works with several trained mikveh
guides who are fluent in American Sign Language. Signage
at the facility uses language that acknowledges the diversity
of abilities within the Jewish community, and the organization
plans to adapt all texts into pictorial instruction guides for
visitors who find written words a barrier.
Slingshot evaluators remain impressed with Mayyim Hayyim’s
commitment to accessibility, noting, “[Its] inclusive, welcoming,
and user-friendly modus operandi influences the community in
a significant way. The organization is not only a beacon for the
Jewish community, but more broadly, [it is a] thought leader in
the national conversation of reinventing ritual life.”

metrowest able
901 Route 10
Whippany, NJ 7981
973-929-3129		

@metrowestable
www.metrowestABLE.org
RWanatick@jfedgmw.org
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metrowest able

contact
Rebecca Wanatick
board chairs
Eta Levenson
Robert Lichtman
2013 expenses
$90,681
year founded
2005
project of
Jewish Federation of
Greater MetroWest
New Jersey
parent org founded
1923

While many communities have single agencies dedicated
to addressing the needs of individuals with disabilities,
collaboration among many agencies working in this space
makes the MetroWest New Jersey area more inclusive of
all its residents. Fifteen disabilities-focused organizations
have gathered under the umbrella of the Jewish Federation
of MetroWest New Jersey to create MetroWest ABLE, which
stands for Access, Belonging, and Life Enrichment for People
and Families with Special Needs. An estimated one third of
MetroWest-area households includes a person with some type
of disability, therefore, MetroWest ABLE promotes communitywide inclusion while delivering programs and resources for
people of all ages with a wide range of disabilities. MetroWest
ABLE network members coordinate their services to collectively
combat the negative stigma associated with disability and
advocate for active inclusion in all aspects of Jewish life.
MetroWest ABLE uses a “community concierge” model to
serve individuals and families in need of services. MetroWest
ABLE’s coordinator helps connect individuals with resources
while supporting community institutions in their efforts to be
more inclusive and accessible. Committed to advocating for
and with persons with disabilities, MetroWest ABLE network
agencies have collaborated on an “I am ABLE” campaign to
promote disability awareness and recognize the achievements
of MetroWest residents with disabilities within the Jewish
community. Working with clergy, community professionals, and
community members, the MetroWest ABLE network has also
developed an innovative congregational self-assessment tool
that helps synagogues and communal organizations evaluate
the ways they provide inclusive spaces and programming.
Evaluators praise MetroWest ABLE for its ability to leverage
the strength of the Federation structure to convene community
agencies, and to ultimately improve the lives of persons with
disabilities in its area. One evaluator comments that MetroWest
ABLE demonstrates “a rare instance of a community program
that provides a holistic approach to supporting persons 		
with disabilities.”

the miracle project judaica
9301 Wilshire Blvd #507
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
310-829-7034
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@coache
www.themiracleproject.org
elaine@themiracleproject.org

the miracle project judaica

contact
Elaine Hall
board chair
Lauren Katz
2013 expenses
$125,000
year founded
2011
project of
The Miracle Project
parent org founded
2004

The Miracle Project Judaica (TMPJ) not only addresses the
needs of children with autism spectrum disorders, it embraces
and strengthens the entire family. Encouraging creative play
and fostering relationships, this Jewish-based musical theater
and film program offers an opportunity for parents, siblings,
and children, teens and young adults with disabilities to come
together in an inclusive environment to explore Jewish culture
and stories through dance, music and theater. TMPJ, a project
of the acclaimed theater arts organization The Miracle Project,
offers its programs and workshops in Los Angeles and New
York, with plans to make its trainings and resources available to
synagogues, JCCs, and other institutions across the country.
TMPJ offers children with a wide spectrum of disabilities the
chance to perform on stage and grow in self-confidence while
supporting the whole family. Innovative in its “reverse inclusion”
model, TMPJ’s creative music, dance, acting, and writing
programs encourage children of all abilities to work together and
learn from one another, helping siblings learn to cooperate and
understand one another better while encouraging friendships
and improving social skills for all children. TMPJ recognizes that
parents of children with disabilities also need support; therefore,
the program offers Torah-based discussion groups and time
to talk for adults as well. When it comes time for the child
with disabilities to become a bar or bat mitzvah, TMPJ uses a
unique, creative multi-sensory approach to Torah learning that
recognizes and honors the ability of each child and allows the
entire family to join in this important lifecycle event.
The adaptable model of The Miracle Project Judaica transforms
the Jewish community’s conversation around children and
young people with disabilities. One evaluator remarks, “The
Miracle Project Judaica opens a world of creative opportunities
for its participants and gives them a place to shine.” Another
calls The Miracle Project Judaica “an exciting and innovative
program that encourages individuals with disabilities to explore
Judaism through creative venues.”

ramah tikvah network
3080 Broadway
New York, NY 10027
212-678-8881
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@nationalramah
http://campramah.org/
content/specialneeds.php
shira@campramah.org

ramah tikvah network

contact
Shira Arcus
board chairs
Sheldon Disenhouse
2013 expenses
$48,400
year founded
2009
project of
National Ramah
Commission
parent org founded
1947

The Ramah Tikvah Network is a powerful incubator for young
Jewish professionals who are motivated and trained to
work in the Jewish disabilities community and has created a
cadre of young Jewish disabilities educators who bring their
commitments to inclusion and accessibility into all facets
of Jewish life. The organization builds upon the platform of
summer camp, which has proven to be an innovative and
effective platform for disabilities initiatives in the Jewish
community, and coordinates its disabilities-focused activities
in year-round and professionally enriching ways. Staff alumni,
typically college-aged, from Ramah’s Tikva, Breira, and Camp
Yofi disabilities programs across the country also benefit from
year-round professional development training and opportunities
to sustain connections with their campers.
This year, Ramah has hosted two national trainings where
inclusion staff has gathered to learn from experts in the
field and to share best practices. Professionals working
specifically in the vocational education area of camp have
also convened to discuss expansion of such opportunities
at future Ramah camps. Regular webinars, open to staff of
all camping movements, provide resources that focus on the
needs of children with disabilities. Ramah Tikvah Network
members also take part in in-person and videoconference
programs with Tikvah campers, allowing staff and campers
to stay connected during the winter months. By video, Tikvah
campers and their counselors reminisce about camp, talk
about the weekly Torah portion, sing camp songs, and catch
up with one another weekly.
Evaluators call the Ramah Tikvah Network “a trailblazer in the
Jewish community” and praise the organization’s innovative
work. “No other camp movement has created something
like this to make its system more accessible to all interested
participants,” one evaluator remarks. Another notes that the
focus on building young Jewish leaders trained in inclusivity
benefits the larger Jewish community as well. “Only the Ramah
Tikvah Network is creating a cohort of young Jewish leaders
committed to promoting inclusion in their future careers.”

sabes jewish community
center inclusion department

n/a

4330 S. Cedar Lake Road
Minneapolis, MN 55416
952-381-3489

alewis@sabesjcc.org
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www.sabesjcc.org

sabes jewish community center
inclusion department

contact
Anita Lewis
board chair
Larry Chestler
2013 expenses
$152,518
year founded
1998
project of
Sabes Jewish
Community Center
parent org founded
1998

Operating under the philosophy that an attitude of inclusion
should permeate an entire community, the Sabes Jewish
Community Center in Minneapolis, MN has developed a
comprehensive set of strategies to provide disabled individuals
with the access to all opportunities provided by the JCC.
Originally launched as a small program advocating for inclusion
at the JCC day camp, advocates in the community have
recognized the need for a more comprehensive approach to
inclusion that supports individuals of any age with a wide range
of disabilities in all community activities. Today, using methods
tailored to meet the specific needs of individuals and their
families, Sabes JCC helps each participant, regardless of age
or differing abilities, to find success learning and playing in an
inclusive environment throughout the entire calendar year.
Serving 250 participants in 2012, Sabes JCC’s Inclusion
Department provides the tools and guidance needed for
persons with disabilities to take advantage of the full range of
programs offered by the JCC, from camp and fitness classes,
to early childhood care and teen programs, to courses that help
participants learn more about Judaism. In addition to providing
direct services to individuals with disabilities and their families,
Sabes JCC also helps train its staff members to develop
intentionally and inherently inclusive programming to ensure
that Sabes JCC remains an inclusive space for all throughout
every JCC department.
Evaluators are impressed with the comprehensive range of
programming options that meet the needs of persons with
disabilities at all stages of their lives, as well as the way
that Sabes JCC embraces the inclusive model as a central
component of its organizational mission. “There are few
organizations that fully integrate the inclusion of persons with
disabilities into all the programs and the fabric of the decision
making,” one evaluator notes. “Sabes JCC does just that.”

sunflower bakery
8507 Ziggy Lane
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
240-361-3698
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n/a
www.sunflowerbakery.org
laurie@sunflowerbakery.org

sunflower bakery

contact
Laurie Wexler
board chair
Janet Zuckerman
2013 expenses
$377,763
year founded
2008

The Sunflower Bakery does much more than produce
kosher baked goods for the Greater Washington, DC Jewish
community. With increasing interest in where our food comes
from, and who produces it, shopping at Sunflower Bakery
combines mindful kosher eating with the opportunity to support
young adults with disabilities in the community. Sunflower
Bakery prepares individuals with developmental and cognitive
disabilities for employment in the baking industry through job
training in an inclusive environment. Sunflower Bakery’s young
adult employees, who range in age from 18 to 27, are severely
limited in their vocational training options in the DC area.
Sunflower works to provide these young adults with marketable
skills in order to increase the number of individuals with an
array of disabilities who secure and sustain employment in
the community.
A winner of the 2013 Ruderman Prize in Disability, Sunflower
Bakery commits to being a fully inclusive agency while
building skills through its job training program. At all stages
of Sunflower’s program, young bakers work alongside other
staff, helping them to develop social skills with their coworkers and gain the confidence they need to advocate for
themselves in the workplace. Beginning with a six-month
training program at Sunflower Bakery, participants gain skills
in all aspects of pastry production. Post-training, they move
to off-site internships to put their new skills to the test in a
real-world environment. After one year, program graduates can
access continued services to help them find meaningful work.
Currently, 75% of participants graduate from the program, and
75% go on to secure employment.
Slingshot evaluators applaud Sunflower’s collaborative
infrastructure, working closely with families, service providers,
Jewish agencies, government, and, importantly, the end users.
“Sunflower Bakery honors and respects all peoples’ right to
earn a living,” one reviewer writes. Another adds, “Employment
is and will remain one of the crucial issues in the disability
arena, and it is positive to see a Jewish organization address
this need.”

yad hachazakah
419 Lafayette Street 2nd Floor
New York, NY 10003
646-723-3955
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@JDisability
www.yadempowers.org
info@yadempowers.org

yad hachazakah: the jewish disability
empowerment center, inc.

contact
Sharon Shapiro-Lacks
board chair
Aryeh L. Friedman
2013 expenses
$152,520
year founded
2006

At Yad HaChazakah: The Jewish Disability Empowerment
Center, persons with disabilities speak for themselves. Notable
for its self-advocacy model and grassroots approach, Yad
HaChazakah is led by and for persons with disabilities and
commits to including Jews with disabilities in all aspects of the
organization’s decision making. Organization bylaws stipulate
that a minimum of 51% of the board of directors be composed
of individuals with personal experience with disabilities. This
commitment to inclusion and intimate knowledge of living
with disability allows Yad HaChazakah’s leadership to provide
guidance, support, and a wide variety of networking and
mentorship experiences for Jews with disabilities, typically
those in the observant Orthodox community, seeking to live
active Jewish lives.
Tirelessly advocating for inclusion and disability rights within
the Jewish community, Yad HaChazakah strives to change
misconceptions and eradicate stigmas about persons with
disabilities. The organization gives persons with disabilities a
voice in the Jewish community and provides them the tools
they need to live better lives. In addition to individual support,
Yad HaChazakah also works with national and New York-based
Jewish organizations to help improve disability awareness and
accessibility standards, serving as a vital force in breaking
down barriers that prevent Jews with disabilities from
participating in all aspects of Jewish life.
Impressed by the passion and dedication of Yad HaChazakah,
evaluators note that Yad HaChazakah’s disabled-led, disabledsupported leadership model sets it apart. “The concept
of agency, serving people with disabilities by people with
disabilities is exceptional,” one evaluator remarks. “No one
knows better what marginalization feels like than those with
disabilities who experience it first-hand.”
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program areas
Advocacy
Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Detroit’s
Opening the Doors Program
MetroWest ABLE
Yad HaChazakah

Social Services
Friendship Circle International
JCHAI at Home
Keshet Avodah at Camp Chi
Yad HaChazakah

Arts & Culture
The Miracle Project Judaica

Summer Camp
Camp Dream Street Mississippi
JCC Maccabi Camp Kingswood Zohar Program
Keshet Avodah at Camp Chi
Ramah Tikvah Network

Children
Jewish Community Center of Greater Baltimore
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
Keshet Avodah at Camp Chi
Matan
Ramah Tikvah Network
Sabes JCC Inclusion Department
Community Building
Jewish Community Center of Greater Baltimore
MetroWest ABLE
Sabes JCC Inclusion Department
Economic Security
Sunflower Bakery
Family
INCLUDE North Peninsula
Jewish Community Center of Greater Baltimore
The Miracle Project Judaica
Sabes JCC Inclusion Department
Jewish Education
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
Hidden Sparks
JCC Maccabi Camp Kingswood Zohar Program
Matan
Mayyim Hayyim
The Miracle Project Judaica
Leadership Development
Camp Dream Street Mississippi
Yad HaChazakah
Outreach & Engagement
JCC Maccabi Camp Kingswood Zohar Program
Mayyim Hayyim
Professional Development
Hidden Sparks
INCLUDE North Peninsula
Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Detroit’s
Opening the Doors Program
Matan
Ramah Tikvah Network
Service/Volunteerism
Camp Dream Street Mississippi
Friendship Circle International

Vocational Training
Keshet Avodah at Camp Chi
Ramah Tikvah Network
Sunflower Bakery

population served
20s & 30s
Jewish Community Center of Greater Baltimore
Keshet Avodah at Camp Chi
MetroWest ABLE
Sunflower Bakery
Adults
INCLUDE North Peninsula
JCHAI at Home
Jewish Community Center of Greater Baltimore
Keshet Avodah at Camp Chi
Mayyim Hayyim
MetroWest ABLE
Sabes JCC Inclusion Department
Sunflower Bakery
Yad HaChazakah
Children
Friendship Circle International
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
Hidden Sparks
INCLUDE North Peninsula
JCC Maccabi Camp Kingswood Zohar Program
Jewish Community Center of Greater Baltimore
Keshet Avodah at Camp Chi
Mayyim Hayyim
MetroWest ABLE
Sabes JCC Inclusion Department
College Students
Camp Dream Street Mississippi
MetroWest ABLE
Ramah Tikvah Network
Yad HaChazakah
Educators
Matan
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
Hidden Sparks
INCLUDE North Peninsula
Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Detroit’s
Opening the Doors Program
The Miracle Project Judaica
Elderly
JCHAI at Home
MetroWest ABLE
Yad HaChazakah
Families
Friendship Circle International
INCLUDE North Peninsula
Jewish Community Center of Greater Baltimore
Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Detroit’s
Opening the Doors Program
Keshet Avodah at Camp Chi
Matan
MetroWest ABLE
The Miracle Project Judaica
Sabes JCC Inclusion Department
Yad HaChazakah

Interfaith
JCC Maccabi Camp Kingswood Zohar Program
Mayyim Hayyim
Jewish Professionals
INCLUDE North Peninsula
Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Detroit’s
Opening the Doors Program
Matan
The Miracle Project Judaica
Yad HaChazakah
Teens
Camp Dream Street Mississippi
Friendship Circle International
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
Hidden Sparks
INCLUDE North Peninsula
JCC Maccabi Camp Kingswood Zohar Program
Jewish Community Center of Greater Baltimore
Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Detroit’s
Opening the Doors Program
Keshet Avodah at Camp Chi
MetroWest ABLE
Ramah Tikvah Network
Women/Girls
Mayyim Hayyim

2013 annual expenses
Less than $100,000
Camp Dream Street Mississippi
INCLUDE North Peninsula
Keshet Avodah at Camp Chi
MetroWest ABLE
Ramah Tikvah Network
$100,001-$200,000
JCC Maccabi Camp Kingswood Zohar Program
The Miracle Project Judaica
Sabes JCC Inclusion Department
Yad HaChazakah
$200,001-$500,000
Friendship Circle International
JCHAI at Home
Jewish Community Center of Greater Baltimore
Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Detroit’s
Opening the Doors Program
Matan
Sunflower Bakery
$500,001-$1,000,000
Hidden Sparks
Mayyim Hayyim
$1,000,001-$3,000,000
Gateways: Access to Jewish Education
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other information
What is Slingshot?
The core of the idea that became Slingshot
developed organically following a 2003
weekend retreat for a dozen young Jews
who were preparing to become involved
in their families’ philanthropic efforts.
Participants wanted to learn how to navigate
the alphabet soup of the Jewish community
and sort out which organizations resonated
for themselves and their peers. Slingshot:
A Resource Guide to Jewish Innovation
was launched shortly after as a Zagatstyle guidebook to highlight the 50 most
innovative nonprofits in North America
each year.
What is the Slingshot Fund?
Since 2007, the next generation funders
responsible for Slingshot have taken their
concept a step further by supporting
innovative Jewish organizations through
the Slingshot Fund. In conjunction with
their peers, Slingshot Fund members pool
their funds, review proposals, conduct site
visits and make allocation decisions. Being
part of the Slingshot Fund offers members
opportunities to connect with peers,
explore Jewish interests, find causes that
are meaningful to their own identities and
experiences, and hone leadership skills.
Why should I join the Slingshot Fund 2014?
The Slingshot Fund offers grant-making
training to next generation funders across
the country. Members may join to build
relationships with other funders in their 20s
and 30s, explore the Jewish not-for-profit
world, learn more about grant-making,
or simply have philanthropic experiences
independent of their families. There is no
one-size-fits-all reason for joining, but if
you are interested in having a peer- grantmaking experience, leveraging your giving,
joining a community of next generation
philanthropists, receiving grant-making
training, or learning about cutting-edge
Jewish organizations across North America,
the Slingshot Fund may be right for you.

How does the Slingshot Fund work?
All organizations featured in Slingshot in a
given year are eligible to apply for a Slingshot
Fund grant. Slingshot Fund members pool
their donations and spend five months
examining proposals, conducting site visits
and selecting grantees whose organizations
not only fit the criteria, but who also resonate
with a next generation audience.
www.slingshotfund.org
Grand Street
The idea for Slingshot and the Slingshot
Fund has evolved through the Grand Street
network. Grand Street is a meeting place for
young Jews (18 to 28 years old) who are
involved or will be involved as leaders in their
families’ philanthropic efforts. Beginning in
2002 with 12 people meeting for a weekend
to ask their own questions, Grand Street
seeks to develop a Jewish philanthropic
analysis and capacity for strategic thinking,
as well as to create a space where members
can pursue personal development and build
a network of peers in similar positions of
philanthropic responsibility. A new cohort of
12 individuals is added each year.
Some participants are in college or have
recently graduated, some have already
assumed roles within their families’
foundations, and many others are just
becoming aware of those imminent
responsibilities. All feel alone in being young
and associated with philanthropic wealth.
Many struggle with allocating, or planningto
allocate, money while also seeking to
reconcile their personal passions with their
families’ interests, both Jewish and universal.
www.grandstreetnetwork.net

If you or a family member would like to
get involved with Grand Street, please
contact info@2164.net.

THE RUDERMAN PRIZE IN DISABILITY
The Ruderman Family Foundation awards the annual
Ruderman Prize in Disability to organizations fostering
the full inclusion of people with disabilities in the Jewish
community. We recognize these outstanding organizations
alongside their partners listed in this guide. For more
information please visit www.rudermanfoundation.org.
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2013

• A
 KIM Israel: National Association for
the Habilitation of Children and Adults
with Intellectual Disabilities (Israel)

• AMIT (Israel)

• J
 ewish Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Greater Boston (Boston,
Massachusetts)

• B
 ’nai Amoona Synagogue (St. Louis,
Missouri)
• F
 undación Judaica (Buenos Aires,
Argentina)

• J
 ewish Family Center “Adain Lo”
(St. Petersburg, Russia)

• S
 unflower Bakery (Gaithersburg,
Maryland)

• Kadima (Huixquilucan, Mexico)

• U
 nited Herzlia School (Cape Town,
South Africa)

• L
 awrence Family Jewish Community
Center of San Diego (San Diego,
California)
• M
 etroWest ABLE (MetroWest, New
Jersey)
• N
 orwood Ravenswood (United
Kingdom)
• Reishit School (Israel)
• S
 HALVA: The Association for the
Mentally & Physically Challenged
Children in Israel (Israel)
• Vertigo Dance Company (Israel)
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